Teacher’s Notes

Physics @ The Workshops Rail Museum

Introduction
These activities are designed for use by Senior School students conducting an in-depth study
of applications of physical principles. The activities are associated with displays and
workshops encountered during a visit to the The Workshops Rail Museum at Ipswich,
Queensland. Each activity has observation and interpretation sections that can be completed
while at the museum while there is an elaboration section that can form the basis for a more
in-depth research study back at school. Most elaborations require research in the form of
literature searches or experimentation. Also, suggestions for modelling principles and
processes are given. The models could form the basis of a class display on energy topics.

Energy:
Gravitational potential
Kinetic
Power:
Rate of doing work
Work:
Energy conservation
Force and displacement
Thermodynamics:
Specific heat
Heat and energy

1. Work Power and Energy: Blacksmiths Shop
Background:

Drop hammer
mass m

Useful formulae:
Work = Force x displacement
Work = Change in energy
-2
Weight = mass x g
(g = 9.8 ms )
Power = Work / time
2
Kinetic E
= ½ mv
Potential E
= mgh

Height h
Time t
bar

Observation:
Carefully observe the operation of the drop hammer to form the hot metal bar into a
particular shape.
Data to collect:
• Mass of drop hammer (~200kg)
• Height of hammer before falling (~3m)
• Deformation displacement of metal bar for a one full drop (estimate)
• Mass of bar
• Time for drop hammer to rise to its maximum height.
• Time for drop hammer to fall.

Interpretation:
• What work is done in raising the hammer?
• What power is generated in raising the drop hammer?
• What is the gravitational potential energy of the drop hammer at its maximum
height?
• What is the kinetic energy of the hammer just before impact with the bar?
(assume no losses)
• How much work is done by the hammer on the bar? (assume no losses)
• Use the collected data to calculate the force of impact of the hammer on the
metal bar.
Elaboration:
• Estimate the total energy required to deform the metal bar into its final shape.
You may wish to show separate calculation estimates for the heating of the bar
and the deformation process.
• Assuming there are energy losses due to heat and sound, what is the actual work
done by the drop hammer on the bar for each impact? What is the efficiency of
this process?
• Research other processes that require heating of an object before it is reshaped.
Compare these processes with other reshaping processes that occur without preheating. Can you design and produce a model that would demonstrate the
advantages of the two different processes?

2. Levers: Might and Muscle
Background:
Useful formulae:

Types of levers

Advantage

MA =
MA =

Effort force / Load force
Effort distance to fulcrum
Load distance to fulcrum
MA=
Effort distance moved
Load distance moved
-2
Load = mass x g
(g=9.8ms )

Speed

Effort

Effort

Effort

Load

Fulcrum

Observation:
• Identify examples of levers you find in the Workshops Museum and determine
their purpose and mode of operation. Some examples: wheelbarrows, Yankee
bar, rail jack, brake levers on pumper trolleys, signal levers.
• Choose one simple machine to study in more depth.
Data to collect:
• Sketch the machine and identify the load, effort and fulcrum points.
• Estimate the distances from the load and effort to the fulcrum.
• Estimate the effort force that might be applied to the device.
Interpretation:
• Calculate the mechanical advantage of the simple machine under investigation.
• Does this machine provide a force or speed advantage?
Elaboration
• Consider the operation of the machine. What advice would you give to an
operator in order that the best advantage of using the machine could be
achieved?
• Investigate the efficiency of the pumper trolley as a human transport device. How
might its design be changed to improve its efficiency? Design and build a model
that demonstrates your ideas. Identify areas of potential improvements in
efficiency.

Thermodynamics
Heat exchange:
• Heat capacity
• Heat transfer
• Convection
• Conduction
• Radiation

3. Heat Exchange Systems: Diesel Revolution; Steam trains; Rail
motors
Background:
Useful formulae:
Quantity of heat = mst

(mass m, specific heat s, temperature change t)

Factors that influence heat
exchange efficiency:
1. Type of material
2. Surface area
3. Colour
4. Temperature differences

Heat Exchange Systems:
1. Conduction
Contact between materials transfer
heat.
2. Convection
Fluid currents redistribute thermal
energy.
3. Radiation
Infra-red radiation is emitted and
absorbed by bodies.

Observation:
• Identify the different heat exchange systems in steam, diesel and petrol-powered
engines. Look for systems that remove heat from engines as well as add heat
energy.
• Identify some of the factors that influence heat exchange efficiency in the engines
on display. Look for choice of materials, colour, attention to surface areas and
provision for removal of excess heat to maintain temperature differences.
Data to collect:
• Collect evidence of means of improving heat transfer efficiency. Look for ways of
increasing contact area, using colour, improving air and convection flow as well
as other techniques. Take photos of your evidence.
Interpretation:
• Summarise the various heat exchange systems that apply to locomotive engines
of different types.
• Relate the factors that influence heat exchange efficiency to the heat exchange
system. For example, colour strongly relates to radiation efficiency. Some factors
may relate to more than one system.
Elaboration:
• Design and perform controlled experiments to investigate some of the factors that
affect cooling and absorption rates.
• Design and perform an experiment that can determine the specific heat of a
known material such as iron.
• Design and develop a model heat exchange system that could be used in a
specific application such as a solar hot water system.

Electromagnetism
Electromagnetism:
• Electricity
• Magnetism
• Electro-magnetic induction

4. Efficiency of electric motors and generators: Diesel Revolution
Background:
Power to rail:
Power (at rail) = Force x speed
where Force
= Tractive effort

Efficiency:
Efficiency % = Energy Input X 100
Energy Output

Ohm’s Law:
Voltage = Current X Resistance
V = IR

X 100
Efficiency % = Power at rail
Power of engine

Observation:
• View the components of the diesel-electric locomotive in the Diesel Revolution
display.
• Identify the three main energy converters in the diesel-electric locomotive.
o Identify the major energy conversion taking place in each converter.
• Identify any energy sub-conversions taking place within each converter.
Data to collect:
Element
Power of diesel engine
Power of electric motors
Voltage of generator
Weight of engine
Tractive effort (static and continuous)
Speed (typical at continuous tractive
effort)

Value from display information

Interpretation:
• Calculate:
1. Power to rail
2. Current through motors (max)
3. Efficiency of diesel motor
4. Efficiency of generator
5. Efficiency of electric motors
6. Total efficiency of system
Elaboration:
• Consider reasons for using a generator powered by a
diesel motor to drive the electric motors. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of this system?
• Design a diesel powered engine that would drive
directly to the wheels. Build a model of your design (use
plastic construction blocks) and identify the proposed
efficiencies of this system. What would you anticipate as
some the disadvantages of this system.

Sound
Sound production
Sound transmission
Sound detection
Sound reflection
Sound interference
Sound resonance

5. Sound and hearing: Platform 9
Background:
Sound production:
Sound is produced by vibrating objects
that transfer the vibrations to other
media. Vibrations that reach the ear are
transformed into electrical signals that
the brain interprets as sound.
Interference and distortion:
Sound waves interfere with each other
through reflections to distort sound.
Resonance:
Resonance is characterised by an
increase in loudness at particular
frequencies of vibrations.

Resonance in open tubes:

A sound wave will resonate in an open
tube at a frequency that depends on the
length of the tube.
The lowest frequency possible is the
fundamental and other frequencies are
overtones. Shown is the second overtone
for an open tube.

Observation:
• Stand on Platform 9 and listen to the different sources of sound. Identify as many
sources as possible.
Data to collect:
• Identify and collect evidence of instances that demonstrate each of the following:
Instance
Vibrating sound source
Medium for sound transfer
Sound reflecting
Sound distorting
Sound resonating

Evidence

Interpretation:
•
•

Trace the process of sound production for the announcements heard on Platform 9.
Represent each instance of sound production with a diagram that illustrates what is
happening.

Elaboration:

•

•

Sound quality depends on the performance of the reproduction device and the
environment in which it is heard. Hard surfaces produce reflections that reduce sound
quality. Suggest some ways of improving the quality of sound in making platform
announcements. Support your suggestions with diagrams that illustrate your claims
for improvement.
Investigate sound resonance using a hollow tube and making vibrations at one end.
Use a second tube of different length to demonstrate that there is a different resonant
frequency produced. Prepare a presentation that demonstrates the principles of
resonance using open tubes.

Kinematics
Linear motion:
• Time
• Displacement; distance
• Velocity; speed
• Acceleration; deceleration

6. Simulator: Diesel Revolution or Model Railway Simulation in
Rail Today
Background:
Useful formulae:

Graphical interpretation:

Velocity
= Displacement / time
Acceleration =Change in velocity / time

• Velocity vs time:
Area under graph = displacement
Slope at any point = acceleration

Conversions:
1 km = 1000m
1 hr = 60 mins

Challenge:
a. Accelerate to 160 km/hr
b. Maintain speed @ 160 km/hr
c. Decelerate to stop at the end of third platform encountered
Data to collect:
• Time for journey
• Time for each stage of the journey (a, b &c)
Graph:
• Velocity vs time
Interpretation:
• From the graph, determine:
o Displacements for each stage of the journey (a, b &c)
o Acceleration for each stage of the journey (a, b &c)
o Graph the displacement vs time and acceleration vs time data.
Elaboration:
a. Working within the constraints of the system, determine the shortest possible time
to the end of the third platform. Try to achieve this on the simulator.
b. Assuming a 100 km/hr maximum speed, what would be a journey time if the train
was to stop at each platform for one minute? Use the simulator to achieve an
estimate.
c. Assuming no maximum speed limit, what would be the shortest time possible to
the end of the third platform stopping at all stations for one minute each?

8. Model Train Railway
Background:
Useful formulae:

Scale factor conversions:

Velocity
= Displacement / time
Acceleration =Change in velocity / time

Conversions from m/s to km/hr
Metres / 1000
=> km
Seconds / 3600
=> hours
m/s x 3600 / 1000
=> km/hr

Conversions:
1 km = 1000m
1 hr = 60 mins

km/hr X scale factor => real km/hr

Observation:
• Carefully observe the model trains making notes about how closely you believe
their motion matches reality.
Data to collect:
• Record data that would enable an estimation of speed to be made. Hint: time the
motion between fixed points on the track.
• Collect data on several types of trains: Freight; Suburban, Tilt train.
Interpretation:
• Summarise the average speeds for each type of train in a table.
• Using an estimated scale factor of 1:87 determine the speeds of each type of
train in km/hr.
• Compare the calculated speeds with the real speeds of these trains.
Elaboration:
• Write a report to the model train controller outlining suggested speeds for each
type of train to better match the real train speeds.

Dynamics
Dynamic forces:
• Centripetal and centrifugal forces
• Inertia
• Components of forces on banked
tracks

9.

Level of difficulty:
The interpretation and elaboration of
the concepts involved in this topic
require advanced levels of
understanding and knowledge of
vector forces.

Rail Today: Tilt train
Background:

Centripetal forces act at right angles to the
motion of an object and cause it to change its
direction of travel.
An object will travel in the same direction due
to its inertia until acted upon by a centripetal
force.
Centrifugal forces are not real forces only
imagined due to the effects of inertia and
centripetal forces.

Forces on banked tracks
Centripetal force = mv2 / r
r : curve radius
m: mass
g: 9.8m/s2
θ: angle of bank
v = √ (rg sinθ)

Weight = mg

Multimedia presentation:
• View the multimedia presentation taking special note of the explanation of the tilt
mechanism.
• Critically analyse the interpretation particularly with reference to the use of the
concept of centrifugal force as part of the explanation.
• Write an alternative interpretation that is based on the concepts of inertia and
centripetal force rather than the concept of centrifugal force.
Tilt mechanism:
• Outline the pendulum principle and the computer sensor methods of determining
the degree of tilt.
• Compare the two methods in terms of accuracy and reliability.
Elaboration:
• Investigate the operation of active suspension systems in other vehicles such as
cars. On what principles do they operate?
• Consider the force components acting on a vehicle while driving on a banked
track. What is the reduction in sideways forces acting on the vehicle at various
angles of banking? Draw a graph to display your findings.
• Design and construct a model that demonstrates the effect of track banking on a
rolling marble. The model should be adjustable to show how different angles of
banking determine what speed the marble can achieve before flying off the track.

